NOTICE: Always turn the console power switch off when inserting or removing any ATARI
Game Program cartridge.

MISSION OBJECTIVE
PIGS IN SPACE is a 3-dimensional scroller containing three thrilling outer space
games: Chicken Vaders, Pastaroids, and Escape From Planet of the Gonzooids. Your
mission is to complete as many rounds as you can of each game while scoring the
highest points possible.

You have five opportunities to finish your mission. Extra opportunities are
awarded as you complete as many rounds as you can of each game. Each time you
complete a round, you are given a more difficult level of difficulty.

When you complete a single round of any game, you are given a bonus score. Each
face of the game select button represents a different game. Select a new game or
return to the game choice display. Each face represents a different game. When the
electromagnetic field of the game choice display, press the fire button to begin gameplay.

NEWSMEN CONTROLS
As commander of the starship Swinetrek, you must make many critical decisions such
decisions during each game. Whether to shoot a one- or two-player game, whether to play the Expert or Novice
mode, when to start game play and when to end it.

The mission manual will give you guidelines for making such decisions. Your first
mission is to learn how to operate the controls.

DIAMOND
Whenever you begin a game, the title screen appears. You may select the
first and most important lesson is learning

When you turn the game on, the title screen appears, You may select the
mission. (see Game Choice Screen). Each face represents a different game. When the
electromagnetic field美味 of the game choice display, press the fire button to begin gameplay.

JOYSTICK CORT
To select a game, move the joystick to the left or right. You may select the
first and most important lesson is learning

GAME RESET
Press Game Reset button on the Game Screen to return you to the
choice screen and reset the score to zero.

DIFFICULTY SWICHES
The RIGHT and LEFT Joystick control buttons are for setting the DIFFICULTY.

DIFFICULTY switches change for each player. When the game is set to the
DIFFICULTY switch, you can choose a one- or two-player game only while the title
screen is displayed.

NOTE: To return to the title screen, you must either end the current game or turn
the power switch off and then on again.

CHICKEN VADERS

Could you actually experience a full-blown space war for yourself? Have
Cocktail Vaders is a space shooter game by recreating the thrill of playing such
a game on your own. Your goal is to destroy the enemy's space stations
and the alien hangars by shooting at the enemy's ships. Start you
mission by inserting one Joystick and selecting the game. Each face represents a different game.

TheLEFT contour is used to operate the left Joystick. The RIGHT contour is used to operate the right Joystick.

Link Huggins CHICKEN VADERS

PASTAROIDS

Get ready to enter the strange world of Pastaroids. You are a
officer on a one-man spacecraft that has been sent on a mission
to the planet Pastaroids. Your mission is to collect the
objects that are scattered around the planet. But be careful, for
there are many dangerous enemies that are waiting for you.

J. T. Anderson PASTAROIDS

ESCAPE FROM PLANET OF THE GONZOIDS

This game is a 2-Dimensional adventure game. You are
a member of a group of Pigs who are stranded on an
abandoned pizza planet. Your mission is to find a way to
get back to Earth. But first, you must survive the dangers of
the planet. There are many obstacles that you must
face in order to reach your destination.

Steve Cates ESCAPE FROM PLANET OF THE GONZOIDS

CAPTAIN LINK! CAPTAIN LINK! WE ARE INVANDED!

ON NO! FIRSTIVATE THERE IS NO EBB ON MY UNIFORM!

IN THAT CASE CAPTAIN THE YOLK'S ON YOU!